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DESIGN FEES
At times a payment for your design will be required. On the odd occasion, 
our ideas may not be in alignment for whatever reason. I am happy to 
make minor adjustments but should your ideas or design brief change 
completely then a design fee will be put in place. This can be paid through 
your deposit. The remainder of your deposit still goes towards the cost of 
your tattoo. 

PAYMENTS 
Once your tattoo appointment is scheduled, regular payments can be made 
in the meantime. The balance is required to be paid in full on the day of 
your tattoo. Keep in mind your deposit of $100 comes off the total of your 
tattoo. 
When transferring funds please enter your name in the reference section so 
that we can keep track of your credits. 

WAITING LIST FOR CANCELLATIONS 
Most cancellations happen on the day or the day before a scheduled 
appointment, not leaving much time to put the word out for anyone willing 
to jump the queue. For those unforeseen cancellations, I do have a list of 
clients that I can call upon at short notice. If you would like to be added to 
this list, are 'design-ready' and feel that you might be able to come in at the 
drop of a hat, then let me know. 

TATTOO STYLES
I sometimes get requests for art styles that just aren't really anything like 
what I would normally do.
Chances are, if I haven't posted or shared a photo of a style you like or 
want, then I probably don't do it.  
Sometimes it's easier to list the tattoo styles that I currently don't do, 
which are: 
Portraits, Realism, UV 'glow in the dark', Trash Polka, New School, & 



Bio-mechanical tattoos 
But I will do: Black work (including Black and Grey), Kirituhi, fine line 
work/mandala/henna/mendhi/geometric inspired, Dot Work, Watercolor, 
Abstract,  Neo Traditional, Cartoon & Lettering and Ambigrams. I will do 
coverups but will need to view the existing tattoo in person before 
committing to the task. 
 


